Cooperative spectrum sensing exploits spatial diversity of secondary-users (SUs), to reliably detect the availability of a spectrum. Soft energy combining schemes have optimal detection performance at the cost of high cooperation overhead, since actual sensed data is required at the fusion center. To reduce cooperation overhead, in hard combining only local decisions are shared; however the detection performance is suboptimal due to the loss of information. In this paper, a weighted linear combining scheme is proposed in which a SU performs a local sensing test based on two threshold levels. If local test result lies between the two thresholds then the SU report neither its local decision nor sequentially estimated unknown SNR parameter values, to the fusion center. Thereby, uncertain decisions about the presence/absence of the primary-user signal are suppressed. Simulation results suggest that the detection performance of the proposed scheme is close to optimal soft combining schemes yet its overhead is similar to hard combining techniques.
INTRODUCTION
Spectrum allocation policy restricting spectrum utilization only to licensed users results in inefficient spectrum utilization. A cognitive radio network based Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) between primary users (PUs) and secondary users (SUs) has been shown to significantly improve spectrum efficiency 1, 2 . In DSA, SUs temporarily access unoccupied frequency bands also known as spectrum holes to improve spectrum efficiency. SUs are supposed to reliably detect the presence of PUs and in other words identify spectrum availability. This process of sensing the radio frequency (RF) environment is known as Spectrum Sensing (SS) 1, 2, 3 . In wireless communication environment, SS can be effected by multiple issues like path loss, multipath fading, interference, shadowing, and receiver uncertainty 1 . These issues make the detection performance unreliable when SS is done individually 3 . In cognitive radio ad hoc networks (CRAHNs), SUs are distributed in space experiencing different environmental conditions due to spatial diversity. Thus, if sensing data from multiple SUs is combined then the detection performance can be improved significantly 4, 5 . The improvement achieved in DSA performance by exploiting spacial diversity of SUs is called cooperative gain. Comparatively, cooperative SS requires much lesser time for same performance than individual SS. Thereby, in cooperative SS SUs get more time for transmissions 4, 5 . The sensing data of every SU is not reliable, since in CRAHNs SUs do not experience same channel conditions. Thus, the sensing data should be combined based on the reliability factor of a SU that is referred as its weight 6, 7, 8 . The received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of a SU strictly depends upon the wireless channel conditions. Thus, SNR can be an excellent candidate to evaluate the reliability of a SU's sensed data. However, the weight estimation carries costly processing overhead as well as frequent updates are required, since channel conditions are time-varying. For simplicity the channel conditions are considered same at all SUs and sensing data is combined using equal weights 5, 9, 10 . In soft energy combining, SUs report actual sensed data to the fusion center (FC), which combines the data and estimate individual weight of each SU. Although, the detection performance is optimal but processing overhead at the FC and high control channel bandwidth requirement to report sensing data limits this detection mechanism. Whereas, in hard combining SUs perform local tests and report only local decisions. Thus, the cooperation overhead is low but detection performance is sub-optimal. In this paper, a non-coherent cooperative SS scheme is proposed in which the SUs only report local sensing test result and estimated unknown SNR parameter values to the FC. To introduce reliability, we introduce a non-deterministic region, in case SU experiencing poor SNR to make certain decision on the presense/absense of PU signal. If the local test result lies in the non-deterministic region then the SU doesn't report the statistics to the FC, thus it doesn't contribute in the final decision making at the FC. In addition, instead of instantaneous weight estimation, the SNR estimation is done only after some x number of sensing intervals (SI). When SNR estimation is not required, SUs report only local test results. At FC, weighted data combining is done using latest SNR estimates and final decision is reported back to all SUs.
SYSTEM MODEL
To detect/identify the presence of PU signal, usually a statistical hypothesis test is applied on sensing data and a binary decision is taken based on the test result. The binary hypothesis tests H 0 and H 1 representing the absence and presence of the PU respectively, can be defined as H 0 : primary user is absent H 1 : primary user is present (1) In our proposed system model, the received signal by the mth SU at the output of its low pass filter can be given as
here m = 1, 2, . . . , M; and k = 1, 2, . . . , K such that, M SUs perform sensing and observe K number of samples. are variables representing primary user signal that is deterministic and unknown. The combined effect of fading, path loss and carrier phase on the signal received at mth radio is represented by variable α m that is unknown. For local sensing test, a SU uses a third hypothesis H 2 which represents the non-deterministic region.
here φ is the uncertainty factor which can have a value of 0 or 1. Assuming that the observations by all SUs are i.i.d and channel remains constant for a SI (K samples), the received energy measurements (E m ) by the mth SU can be given as
Let the probability distribution function (pdf ) of the received signal for H 
here notation N μ, σ 2 represents Gaussian random variable with mean value μ and variance σ. The mean and variance values in the expressions given above depend on modulation scheme used by PU 11 . We assume PU transmits a phase-shift keying (PSK) modulated signal with modulation order of 2. Let E s represents the symbol energy, then the SNR value measured at the mth radio is given as by
Hypothesis testing in which pdf has unknown parameters (in our case α m and σ 2 n ), then the test is called composite hypothesis testing. The Maximum Likelihood Estimates (MLE) of the unknown parameters are obtained by using Expectation Conditional Maximization (ECM) algorithm proposed in 25 . The detection performance of a scheme is evaluated based on two metrics: probability of false alarm (P f a ), which represents the probability of erroneous detection of PU when it is not present, and probability of miss-detection (P md ), which represents the probability of erroneous miss-detection of PU when it is present. If the absence of PU is not identified (P f a ), then it will result in under utilization of the spectrum, which is against the preliminary goal of DSA. Similarly, if the presence of PU is not identified (P md ), then it may result in interference between SUs and PU, which is also crucial issue for DSA. There is a tradeoff between P f a and P md , for this reason generally for a desired P f a value, the P md is minimized.
here d is the decision statistic, based on a given threshold η that is selected as per the desired detection performance and for linear energy combining it can be given as
SPECTRUM SENSING TECHNIQUES
There are two major classes of SS techniques. Coherent signal detection in which characteristics of the PU signal are known a priori and are compared with the received signal for signal detection. Otherwise, when limited or no prior knowledge is available, then unknown parameters of transmitted signal are estimated to perform signal detection. This methodology is known as non-coherent signal detection.
Energy detection is a non-coherent signal detection process, in which the channel energy is measured by SUs. The energy samples are used either locally at individual SUs to detect PU signal (local sensing) or are transmitted to FC for cooperative SS. However, it comes with drawbacks like poor performance in low SNR, sensitivity towards noise power 14 , inability to distinguish between PU and SU signals 15 , among others. Matched filter and cyclostationary feature detection techniques perform comparatively better yet energy detection is preferred due to its low complexity and non-coherent signal detection (see 6, 7, 8, 5, 9, 10, 16, 17, 18, 19 , among others). In addition, some of its drawbacks can be mitigated by cooperative SS 3 .
In centralized collaborative SS, local sensing data is shared is reported to FC using a small bandwidth control channel where it is combined for hypothesis testing. Two major combining methods used at FC are, (i) hard combining and (ii) soft combining. In hard combining method, individual SUs perform local sensing for PU signal detection and only test results comprising of a single bit (absent=0 or present=1) are shared with the FC. Decision of presence of PU signal is taken based on AND 22 , OR 23 , A-outof -B 20 rules. For AND (OR) rule, decision for hypothesis H 1 is made if all SUs (anyone of SUs) report 1, this method is feasible when number of SUs is small (large). However, A-outof -B rule similar to voting rule or counting rule, in which for hypothesis H 1 at least A number of SUs must report 1. A-outof -B rule is the generalized form which can operate as AND rule if A is set equal to B, and like OR rule if A is set equal to 1.
Three main methods for soft combining are 17 ; Equal Gain Combining (EGC), Weighted Linear Combining (WLC), and Optimal Combining (OC). In EGC, SUs measure channel energy and send actual energy samples to the FC. FC combines the energy samples and compare the result with a predefined threshold. In EGC, the reliability of sensing data is not considered (i.e. PU signal strength at a SU), thus performance of EGC reduces when SUs experience different channel conditions. Nonetheless, EGC method is widely used ( 5,9,10 ) due to its non-coherent feature.
To introduce reliability, in WLC the SNR dependent weights are used when combining sensing data. Thereby, SUs experiencing better SNR contribute more towards the decision and vice versa. Since, energy combining is noncoherent therefore the weights are computed by using estimated values of unknown parameters. Consequently, a heuristic methodology is used in 16 to find near-optimal weights w m = γm 1+2γm .
OC is based on likelihood ratio test, and for a given hypothesis H i , sensing data of a SU is assumed to be independent of other SUs. WLC and OC are optimal energy combining methods, since reliability of the SUs is exploited. However, instantaneous parameter estimation is required to compute weights resulting in high processing overhead.
It is reported in 21 , that Equation 5 and 6 can be used to rewrite the decision rule OC as follows
here
Performance of cooperative sensing methods can be evaluated using three basic questions put forward in 4 • How SUs cooperate?
• How much is the cooperation gain?
• How much cooperation overhead is associated?
Soft combining perform better but it requires high control channel bandwidth and additional overhead of SNR estimation if weighted combining is done 6, 7, 16, 17 . Though, hard combining is control channel bandwidth efficient but detection performance is suboptimal due to the information loss at the FC. Generally, in most of the cooperative SS techniques the fused data is compared with a single threshold. This methodology lacks confidence measure and results in false alarm or miss-detection when the resultant is closer to the threshold, when SUs experience low SNR levels. 
PROPOSED SPECTRUM SENSING SCHEME
In CRAHNs, issues like path loss, shadowing, mobility, fading and multi-path propagation cause irregular variations in signal power at the SU's front end. In practical wireless medium, fading is frequency selective but it is correlated and is approximated as flat for a small duration known as coherence time. Similarly, during a short span of time if SU changes its position then the relative distance of PU from SU's current and previous position is not much different. Therefore, it is highly likely that SU experiences same path loss and shadowing as before i.e. they are also correlated.
Optimal soft combining methods WLC and OC, require actual sensing data to be reported from each SU to the FC. This methodology needs a lot of control channel bandwidth for reporting sensing data. In addition, FC is responsible for maintaining the received samples from each SU and compute weight for each SU. Both WLC and OC require instantaneous SNR estimates for each SU, to compute respective weights. FC requires large number of samples (> 500) to estimate SNR parameters however only few samples are required for energy detection method (< 50). The costly control channel overhead and instantaneous SNR estimation requirement makes WLC and OC impractical in real systems. Another aspect which is not or insignificantly addressed in previous studies is the processing overhead at the FC, which is responsible for the parameter estimation for each individual SU, weights computation, energy combining and reporting the final decision.
In CRAHNs, FC is one of the mobile SUs occupying a limited energy, thus high processing overhead at FC is infeasible in practical CRAHNs. In hard combining, SUs perform local sensing and report only single bit results to the FC. Thus, the cooperation overhead is significantly reduced nevertheless reliability measures are not considered resulting in lower signal detection capability. Furthermore, most of the energy combining schemes use a single threshold level for hypothesis testing which lacks the certainty measure. For example, if the resultant is just above or just below the threshold level then the uncertainty is high and the decision will be unreliable, consequently false alarm and miss-detection probabilities tend to increase, respectively as shown in Fig. 1 .
The limitations discussed above can be summarized as follows; in case of soft combining (i) high cooperation overhead due to large control channel bandwidth requirement, (ii) high processing overhead at FC for maintains samples from all SUs, (iii) high processing overhead due to instantaneous SNR estimation for each SU by the FC, and in case of hard combining (i) equally weighted unreliable sensing data combining, (ii) uncertainty in local sensing test result due to the use of a single threshold.
Considering issues in current soft and hard combining schemes, in our proposed scheme, we introduce a nondeterministic region occupying the uncertain decision probabilities. When local test result lies in the non-deterministic region (see Fig. 1 ) then SU doesn't report the statistics, i.e. SU doesn't contribute in final decision making at the FC. As shown in Fig. 2 , the uncertain local sensing results those do not contribute effectively to the cooperative sensing mechanism are suppressed, thus improving detection performance and reducing control channel overhead. In addition, the weight estimation overhead is alleviated by exploiting the correlation in channel conditions at a SU. Thereby, when PU signal is detected then SNR parameter estimation is done only if S I x has expired and SUs who detected presence of PU through local tests, also report locally estimated SNR values. The local test results and estimated parameter values will require only few bits to get transmitted unlike the actual signal energy samples required in WLC and OC. Hence, cooperation overhead will be significantly reduced. When SNR estimation is not required SUs report only local test results to the FC. At FC, weighted data combining is done using latest SNR estimates and the final decision is reported back to all SUs. Conceptual representation of our proposed scheme (SCH) is shown in Fig. 3 . To detect the presence of PU signal, initially every SU measures channel energy. The local sensing test E m is performed after each SI, where each dot (+ or * ) represents the E m value after a SI. Moreover, the E m value is compared with two threshold levels η 1, f a and η 2, f a as shown in Fig. 2 . If E m value lies between the two thresholds levels then neither the statistics (estimated unknown parameter values) nor the local test result (L m ) is transmitted to the FC. However, these energy samples are saved for consequent SNR parameter estimation. If a certain local decision is made then the local test result L m is reported according to the following rule;
The threshold levels shown in Fig. 1 & 2 can be tuned to get the desired detection performance i.e. depending on the tolerance level of false alarm and miss-detection. To determine the threshold values, we used a variant of the model of probability of false alarm derived for a weighted energy combining method in 16 . The model is modified according to our assumptions specified in Section 2. The threshold levels shown in Fig. 2 are determined according to the desired probability of false alarm (P 1, f a ) and probability of miss-detection (P 2, f a ) using the following expressions
Censoring techniques are used in sensor networks, to save energy utilized in reporting sensing data. However, energy is still utilized in sensing data. In our proposed scheme, unreliable sensing data is censored to save control channel bandwidth and received signal samples (sensing data) are used in SNR estimation process. Note that when result lies between two thresholds, SU doesn't have to access the control channel which is usually modeled by a random medium access (e.g. CSMA/CA) and consumes significant time and energy.
In WLC and OC, the SNR parameter estimation is done every S I resulting in high processing overhead. In addition, SNR estimation is very hard when PU signal is absent. Whereas, in our proposed scheme, if PU signal is detected by a SU as per local test only then SU estimates unknown parameters i.e. α m and σ 2 n . These SNR parameter values are transmitted to the FC where these values are used to obtain the weights. After each S I, FC performs a binary hypothesis test by combining the local results (L m ) reported by SUs using respective weights. The global test result is compared with a threshold value of η S CH (in our case η S CH =0). If the result is lower (higher) than η S CH than H 0 (H 1 ) is reported back to all SUs. Current set of weights is sustained by the FC till new SNR values are sent by the SUs.
SIMULATION RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of the proposed cooperative SS scheme, we consider a CRAHN containing M mobile SUs and a stationary PU. One of the SU is acting as a FC. Estimated parameter values of the received PU signal and local decisions computed by each SU are transmitted to the FC using a small bandwidth control channel. We assume that the control channel is error free and errors if any are removed at the FC using forward error correction. A random walk process based mobility model 24 is used for the movement of SUs within an area of 200×200 m, in which SUs choose new direction (0-2π) and speed (0-2 m/sec) after each SI=100 msec. Due to the Rayleigh fading and path loss, the received SNR of any SU varies between 0 to 20 dB, depending on its distance from the PU. We assume that both the fading and path loss are time-varying, however the SNR value of a SU remains constant for a SI. The PU transmit a BPSK modulated signal at 500 kb/sec. For SNR parameter estimation, we used a maximum-likelihood based ECM algorithm 25 , and the number of samples used for parameter estimation and energy measurement E m are 500 and 50 samples, respectively. Unless specified the values for the following parameters E s , M, P f a , P 1, f a , P 2, f a and σ 6, 0.1, 1.5×P f a , 0.2×P f a and 1.5, respectively. For A-outof -B scheme, we assume that for a specific decision at least 33.33% of local decisions of all SUs report the same decision.
The PU signal detection performance of the proposed scheme (SCH), EGC, WLC, OC, AND, OR and A-outof -B (A-B) methods is shown in Fig. 4 . It can be seen in Fig. 4 that for different values of σ 2 n i.e. 1 and 2, the performance of the proposed spectrum sensing scheme closely follows the performance of WLC scheme. However, the unknown parameters are estimated after 5 SIs and for the rest of the time (next 4 SIs) previous estimates are used. In addition, unlike EGC, WLC and OC only local decisions are shared with the FC, significantly reducing the cooperation overhead. Although the overhead of the hard energy combining schemes is similar to our scheme yet performance of these schemes at high noise variance is poor. On the other hand, the proposed scheme out performs in both low as well as high noise variance scenarios.
The performance of any spectrum sensing technique significantly depends upon the SNR values experienced by the sensing nodes. To evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme and other energy combining cooperative sensing scheme, we vary the average value of SNR for all SUs keeping the symbol energy E s and σ 2 n constant, and compute the detection performance. It can be seen in Fig. 5 that when the average value of {α m } M 1 is lower then the performance of hard combining schemes is poor. However, the performance of the proposed scheme follows the performance of optimal WLC and OC, of course without instantaneous SNR estimation as required in WLC and OC. Furthermore, the miss-detection probability in case of the proposed scheme is also significantly lower as compared to hard energy combining schemes.
Similarly, for reliable spectrum sensing the number of samples K should be large, whereas for relatively quicker detection number of samples K needs to be decreased. The tradeoff between reliable detection and quick decision is shown in Fig. 6 . As expected the performance of combining schemes increase with the number of observational samples. However, in case of AND and A-outof -B rules the performance decreases because when only few samples are used then the decisions are highly fluctuating and perform not much better than a random coin flipping test. Whereas, when number of energy samples are increased then the actual performance of a particular spectrum sensing methodology is determined.
CONCLUSION
Cooperative SS comes with cooperation overhead in terms of sensing time, delay, processing overhead, among others. Therefore, a non-coherent weighted energy combining scheme is proposed which decreases the cooperation overhead, by suppressing ineffective local sensing results using two threshold levels, sequentially estimating SNR parameters, decreasing control channel bandwidth requirement. Cooperation overhead for the proposed scheme is similar to hard energy combining schemes and significantly lower than soft combining. However, the simulation results show that the proposed scheme's detection performance is notably better than hard combining schemes and closer to optimal weighted soft combining schemes, in various scenarios.
